Degree Request – MSc UZH in Neural Systems and Computation

☐ Master 90            ☐ Master 120: Major 90 with minor 30

Last name ..........................................................   First name ..........................................................
Matriculation no. ..........................................................
E-Mail ..........................................................   Telephone ..........................................................

Name, Address and E-Mail of thesis supervisor(s):


Admission with additional restrictions or conditions:

☐ No      ☐ If yes, please list the modules which were part of the additional restrictions or conditions.

These modules will be listed separately on your degree documents and the results of the modules do not count towards the final grade.

Surplus core elective and elective modules:
In the major and, if applicable, in the minor subject program, a maximum of 10 ECTS may be additionally credited. If surplus modules should not or cannot be counted towards the degree, please indicate which. If necessary, use a separate sheet of paper.

Surplus modules will be listed as «Academic achievements not counted toward degree» on the Academic Record of your degree. The results of these modules are not considered for the final grade of your degree.

Have you, either before or after the beginning of your studies, submitted any applications to the Office of the Dean of Studies that are relevant for your MSc degree?
If yes, please provide the number of the application and the year ..........................................................

The Office of Student Affairs will contact you by mail if additional information is required. You will get a provisional confirmation for your degree. Please submit your degree request only after the results of all required modules are visible in your online course overview.

Place and date ..........................................................   Signature ..........................................................

Please hand in the form together with a copy of the title page of your thesis at:
Studienkoordination Mathematik, Simone von Burg Black, Institut für Mathematik, Winterthurerstrasse190, 8057 Zürich
Office Y27-K-06, Phone 044 635 58 35, E-Mail studium@math.uzh.ch